We introduce a hybrid technique based on the discontinuous Galerkin time domain (DGTD) and the particle in cell (PIC) simulation methods for the analysis of interaction between light and charged particles. The DGTD algorithm is a three-dimensional, dual-field and fully explicit method for efficiently solving Maxwell equations in the time domain on unstructured grids. On the other hand, the PIC algorithm is a versatile technique for the simulation of charged particles in an electromagnetic field. This paper introduces a novel strategy for combining both methods to solve for the electron motion and field distribution when an optical beam interacts with an electron bunch in a very general geometry. The developed software offers a complete and stable numerical solution of the problem for arbitrary charge and field distributions in the time domain on unstructured grids. For this purpose, an advanced search algorithm is developed for fast calculation of field data at charge points and for later importing to the PIC simulations. In addition, we propose a field-based coupling between the two methods resulting in a stable and precise time marching scheme for both fields and charged particle motion. To benchmark the solver, some examples are numerically solved and compared with analytical solutions. Eventually, the developed software is utilized to simulate the field emission from a flat metal plate and a silicon nano-tip. In the future, we will use this technique for the simulation and design of ultrafast compact x-ray sources.
Introduction
The interaction of charged particles with an electromagnetic field occurs in many applications and devices, ranging from radiation sources [1, 2] to accelerator physics [3, 4] , imaging science and spectroscopy [5] . Many of today's high power sources such as microwave traveling wave tubes [6] , X-band magnetrons [7] , synchrotron radiation sources, THz and x-ray free electron lasers [1, 2] are performing based on free electron motion in a properly designed electromagnetic field. In accelerator physics, energy transfer to particles is achieved by the action of an electromagnetic wave, either in a cavity or a waveguide. The mutual effects between electrons and a laser beam constitute the fundamentals for developing advanced sources based on inverse compton scattering [8, 9] and undulator radiation [1, 2, 10] . In the latter case, not only the action of the field on an electron bunch is studied but also the back-action of free charges on the field distribution. This type of interaction also plays a major role in the promising laser plasma wake-field acceleration [11, 12] .
Due to the broad range of applications various algorithms are developed to solve charged particle interaction with an electromagnetic wave. A widely used technique considers the stream of charges as a current density in the Maxwell's equations and solves for the fields and the electric current simultaneously [13] . This task can be incorporated in many standard algorithms like finite element method (FEM), finite difference time domain (FDTD) as well as method of moments, and is available in some of the existing commercial software packages [14] . However, the method treats charge distribution macroscopically and is not capable of studying the internal charge profile evolutions during the interaction. Hydrodynamic models for the electron bunch based on distribution functions are developed to mitigate this problem. Direct solutions of transient distribution functions in tandem with the electromagnetic fields result in the so-called Maxwell-Vlasov equations, widely studied in the past decades [15, 16] . A detailed description of solving Maxwell-Vlasov equations for plasmas using discontinuous Galerkin (DG) approach is presented in [17] . These developed models, although very helpful, again consider the cumulative effects of charge distributions and are able to make approximate predictions on the microscopic properties of the bunch. In contrast, with particle in cell (PIC) codes [18, 19] variations in the microscopic bunch parameters can be simulated and are therefore standard computational techniques for simulating beam dynamics.
In PIC simulations, the equations of motion are updated continuously for a particular electromagnetic field profile. The field distribution is obtained by either using analytical formulations or importing some previously solved numerical values. The former procedure is often followed for solving optical beams or waveguide modes interaction with charge distribution, where approximate analytical solutions (e.g. Gaussian and Bessel-Gaussian beams) are available [20] [21] [22] . Nevertheless, the accuracy of using analytical solutions for such purposes is still under debate [23] . The use of numerical field solutions is indeed a standard technique in designing accelerator cavities, where the harmonic solutions of the fields in cavities are used as input to the PIC algorithm. However, the method suffers from harsh limitations when short pulses are influencing a bunch, which has recently received substantial attention due to the possibilities opened in ultrafast optics [24] and THz sources [25] . Therefore, the time domain numerical simulation of field propagation when acting on a bunch and considering its microscopic effects is very often encountered in the domains mentioned above. Figure 1 shows a schematic illustration for the general problem of light-electron interaction. An arbitrary optical beam excites fields inside a computational domain with existing boundary conditions, a set of scatterers and an initial charge distribution. The algorithm has to solve for the evolution of the electromagnetic fields and charge distribution. The goal is to find a solution by providing a time marching mechanism that propagates the electromagnetic fields in a computational domain and simultaneously solves for bunch evolution. Firstly, we need to decide on a rigorous time domain method for solving Maxwell's equations. FDTD is a superior choice with high efficiency, versatility and flexibility [26] . Extensive research efforts have been devoted to develop FDTD/PIC codes leading to software packages like SELFT [27] , MAGIC [28] , MAFIA [29] and PIConGPU [30] . However, this method suffers from severe limitations being second order accurate in time and space and only amenable to uniform Cartesian grids. Techniques such as sub-gridding and split-material voxels have been proposed, without completely solving this problem. Recent years witnessed progress in the DG methods for solving time domain electromagnetic equations with high order accuracy and additionally on unstructured grids [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] . Therefore, we chose discontinuous Galerkin time domain (DGTD) as the Maxwell solver and due to the previously outlined reasons the particle motion is solved by a PIC algorithm leading to the hybrid DGTD/PIC algorithm.
Using DGTD as a kernel for solving Maxwell's equations and coupling it with a PIC algorithm is pioneered by Jacobs and Hesthaven [36] . The method introduces equivalent charge r ( ) ρ and current J r ( ) densities, and projects them into the computational grid. It is further used to model RF accelerators and guns [37] . Nonetheless, there are several restrictions to the algorithm which makes it not suitable for problems involving ultrafast field variations and tiny charge distributions [38] . Some examples are (i) consideration of smooth functions for charge distribution to avoid Gibbs type phenomena in the field computations, (ii) numerical instabilities due to static charge and force build-up, (iii) singularities in the field solution of the cell containing the charges, and (iv) inability to distinguish between the radiated fields to avoid a charge being affected by its own radiation. These effects have been investigated extensively in various studies [36, 39] and several techniques such as hyperbolic divergence cleaning [36] are proposed to mitigate some of the aforementioned problems. In [40] , advantage was taken from an exception of the above effects, which vanish on uniform Cartesian grids, to simulate plasma wake-field acceleration. This solution indeed ignores the outstanding advantage of DG approaches that is the capability of handling unstructured meshes, and is inefficient for problems where many different length scales are involved. The goal in the presented study is to demonstrate a numerical scheme which can model the ultrafast interactions between electrons and laser pulses and apply it to problems with non-smooth charge distributions, without observing numerical instablities, singularities in the field solution close to the particles while avoiding self-action of the particles. A more mathematical investigation of algorithmic performance of the developed code with respect to these challenges will be pursued in the future.
The methodology for implementing this algorithm is described in the next section. We start with a brief description of DGTD and PIC methods and proceed with the idea of uniform grid mapping for efficiently combining the two routines. The benefit of the proposed algorithm lies in the novel method for coupling the particle radiation into the propagating field, which is the last topic in this section. After describing each numerical method benchmarks are presented to assess the accuracy of the implementation. Two promising examples are analyzed in section 3 and finally section 4 concludes the paper.
Methodology

DGTD method
For the numerical calculation of field profiles in time, we employ the high order DG formulation of Hesthaven and Warburton [31, 32] . The method focuses on solving Maxwell's equations for dispersive media
where J P t / p = ∂ ∂ stands for the polarization current in the material and J J E 0 σ = + represents the total flowing current. In order to solve this problem, the computational domain is tessellated into M tetrahedral elements m Ω . In each element, the fields and currents are written as an expansion in terms of a set of presumed basis functions
represents any of the involved electromagnetic quantities and N is the number of coefficients determined by the order of utilized basis functions. Throughout the formulation the superscripts m are used to refer to the mth element. The basis functions assumed in this work are the hierarchical polynomial vector basis functions developed by Webb [41] , which lead to the dependence N n n n ( 1)( 2)( 3) 6 = + + + , with n being the order of basis functions. Therefore, one may refer to our implementation as a modal DG approach in comparison with the nodal formulation in [31] . Due to the accurate inversion of the mass matrices in the DGTD algorithm, the computational cost of nodal and modal basis functions are the same. However, the Webb basis functions have benefits in computing the coupling of fields in adjacent elements and the possibility to distinguish between the rotational and irrotational functions. The latter leads to the basis functions, well-known as expansion sets with n 1/2 + orders. The standard Galerkin method follows the weighted residual approach which satisfies the original equation based on weighted integrals. The expanded Maxwell equation (1) are multiplied with the basis functions and integrated over each element m Ω , which yields As observed in the equations a surface integral appears in the weighted residual formulation which is the term responsible for the coupling with the adjacent elements. The discontinuous nature of the expansion results in different values of tangential field quantities at the surface, if calculated from the expansion in either of the elements. This discontinuity leads to the so-called numerical flux through the element surface. The clever idea of DG approaches is defining a proper surface field obtained from the values at both elements to acquire a stable and convergent scheme in which the numerical flux tends to zero. Based on the upwinding flux theory introduced in [42] , the proper expression for the tangential surface fields are Using the above definition, the inter-element coupling terms are obtained based on the fields at the local and adjacent elements. For the surfaces corresponding to particular boundary conditions such as open, perfect electric or perfect magnetic conductors, proper definitions are available and introduced in [31] [32] [33] [34] .
The developed formulation leads to explicit expressions for the time derivative of the coefficient vectors in terms of their values, i.e. the so-called initial value problem
, with q defined as a vector containing all the coefficients for various quantities. The remaining step of integrating the semi-discrete system in time is fulfilled through a 4th order Runge-Kutta scheme. To achieve a stable time marching process the time step for the update must be less than a limit. This limit is empirically set according to the criterion introduced in [33] 
δ is the minimum cell size, c the speed of light and ζ a factor set according to the basis function order which is 1, 1/2, 1/4 and 1/5 for orders from 1 to 4, respectively.
Using the presented DGTD algorithm a general Maxwell solver is developed for solving the temporal variation of fields for arbitrary excitation and geometries. For the sake of brevity, we avoid explaining the implementation details of our DGTD software. The space integrals are computed using Gaussian quadratures properly set for the specific order of basis functions. Moreover, for considering the dispersive material properties the formulation of auxiliary differential equations is employed in conjunction with different material models, including Debye, Drude, and Lorentz. The developed DGTD software prepares a platform for propagating electromagnetic fields caused by an external excitation and the particle radiation.
As mentioned in the introduction, we examine the implementation through some benchmarks to assess its reliability and accuracy. To this end, we consider simple problems whose analytic solutions are available. For the DGTD implementation, normal incidence of a plane wave on a photonic crystal slab is analyzed. The subset of figure 2(b) shows the considered geometry of the unit cell as well as the plane-wave excitation. The temporal signature of the plane wave amplitude is assumed to be a Gaussian signal with pulse duration 3 fs and central wavelength 400 nm. The host material of the photonic crystal slab is assumed to be gold, whose permittivity is obtained from the Drude-Lorentz model proposed in [43] . We assume periodic boundaries on the sides of the unit cell and the two upper and lower boundaries truncate the domain through 1st order absorbing boundary conditions (ABC). The total domain is tessellated into 50 083 elements, which leads to 10 as time steps and 10 ms computation time for each time update on an 8 core machine with Linux operating system. A screenshot of the resulting field profile is shown in figure 2 (a). Furthermore, in figure 2(b), we compare the results obtained using the DGTD code and another semi-analytical method, namely Fourier modal method (FMM) developed mainly for the analysis of planar periodic structures. In the frequency range of the excitation, good agreement is observed between the results. The discrepancy at higher frequencies occurs because of low resolution of the mesh compared to the wavelength. In addition, the small difference in reflection and transmission at resonance occurs because of the slow convergence of the FMM results at resonance frequencies. To validate this, we repeat the same study for a homogenous gold slab, where analytical solutions are available for both transmission and reflection coefficients. Figure 2 (c) illustrates the problem and presents numerical and analytical results, which evidence a perfect agreement between the two solutions.
PIC method
The PIC method is a general technique used to solve a certain class of partial differential equations encountered in various fields such as fluid dynamics and plasma physics [18] . The success of the PIC method for plasma simulations is mainly due to being relatively intuitive and straightforward to implement. The method begins with integrating the equations of motion, which for relativistic electrons reads as In traditional PIC implementations, the fields of charges are interpolated on a pre-defined mesh and then a second interpolation returns the field values at the particle locations. This leads to average field approximations for solving the particle motion [44, 45] . The computational cost for this algorithm, known as PM (particle-mesh) method, is proportional to N e , with N e being the total number of particles. The inaccuracy of the PM methods inspires the calculation of particles interaction using direct binary formulations, which are generally referred to as PP (particle-particle) models. This implementation leads to computational cost proportional to N e 2 . There are also models that consider both types of interactions to achieve both accuracy and calculation speed and are called PP-PM or P 3 M models with computation costs proportional to N N log e e [46] . For integrating the equations of motion, we use the same 4th order Runge-Kutta scheme as in the DGTD implementation. This synergy has the advantage of directly using the calculated field values without the need for time interpolation and memorizing the results of the previous time steps. Using a Boris scheme for time integration is also possible and has the advantage of preserving the conserved quantities. Nonetheless, different time integration schemes for PIC and DGTD necessitate field interpolation over time steps which may add to the computational cost. Reading the DGTD field profile and calculating the values at different charge locations faces an additional overhead. The main advantage of DGTD is its capability for handling various geometries, because it is developed for unstructured grids. The apparent and usual way to find the tessellation element containing the point of interest in an unstructured grid is to start checking each element based on this criterion and stop the search as soon as the corresponding element is found. Imagine the simulation takes 10 000 particles (or macroparticles) into account. Additionally, the DGTD simulation contains 100 000 elements. Consequently, the described algorithm requires one billion element checks in each time step, which drastically increases the computational cost. The solution to this problem is the uniform grid mapping algorithm explained as follows.
The reason for the aforementioned problem in obtaining field values lies in the unstructured nature of the spatial grid. If the space discretization would be based on a uniform hexahedral grid, the containing element could be found by using an analytical formulation leading to a much shorter computation time. The idea how to deal with an unstructured grid is by mapping it on a uniform hexahedral grid. Figure 3 (a) presents a 2D illustration of this mapping technique. First, the whole 2D unstructured mesh is overlapped on a uniform rectangular grid and in a preprocessing step all the triangles sharing common regions with a specific pixel are found. This analysis provides a map that assigns each pixel in the uniform grid a set of triangles in the unstructured grid. By using a simple analytic equation, the pixel containing the location (yellow pixel in figure 3(a) ) is obtained. This map returns the corresponding triangles (red triangles in figure 3(a) ), which are checked to find the triangle containing the point. By following the same procedure in three dimensions, the element of interest is found after checking only few tetrahedrons, which strongly depends on the resolution of the uniform hexahedral compared to the tetrahedral grid.
An important point when constituting the map is the criterion deciding whether a tetrahedron should be maintained in the set for one hexahedron, or in the 2D case, whether a triangle should be maintained in the set of one rectangle. A conclusion based on the triangle vertices does not lead to a correct map, because as observed in figure 3(b) the two elements can share common regions without the triangle vertices residing in the rectangle. A proper conclusion is made using the radius of the circumscribed sphere (or circle in 2D). If and only if this sphere has no common region with the hexahedron, the element should be excluded from the corresponding set in the map. Using the introduced search algorithm, a fast procedure for calculating the accelerating field of a charge is achieved, which leads to an efficient solution of the system in the time domain.
To benchmark the PIC code, we focus on the dynamics of a single charged particle affected by a plane wave. Since the plane wave propagation is simulated by the DGTD code, this problem implicitly serves as a benchmark for the DGTD part as well. A sphere is considered as the computational domain with 1st order ABC boundaries through which a ypolarized plane wave with Gaussian envelope enters and propagates along the + x-axis. The center wavelength of the incoming pulse is 800 nm, the pulse duration is assumed to be 15 fs and the peak field is set to 1 GV m −1 . An electron resides on the center of the sphere and moves due to the electromagnetic fields of the plane wave.
We solve for the position of the electron using the developed DGTD/PIC solver. On the other hand, this problem can be solved analytically using the relativistic Hamiltonian of a free particle. The vector potential of the considered plane wave reads as where γ represents the Lorentz factor corresponding to the instantaneous energy of the electron. The motion along the yaxis happens due to the electric field of the plane wave, and the ponderomotive force triggers the motion along the x-axis.
In figure 4 , we plot and compare the temporal evolution of functions x t ( ) and y t ( ) obtained using both the analytical formulation and the DGTD/PIC algorithm. A perfect agreement is observed for the variations in y coordinate. The motion along x is a second order effect due to the ponderomotive force. As seen from figure 4 , the total amount of particle movement is thousand times less than the wavelength of the plane wave. Accurate prediction of this small motion requires very high resolution in the space discretization resulting in large computation cost. In figure 4 , results obtained with one step refinement of the DGTD mesh are also illustrated. The comparison of the obtained tajectorys evidences the convergence of the results toward the analytical solution. As deduced from the curves the DGTD/PIC code is able to predict the small ponderomotive motion of the electron along the x-axis with 10% error, which demonstrates the high accuracy of the algorithm and its reliability.
Particle radiation
In addition to accounting for the field effects on particles' motion, a powerful PIC code should also consider the reverse effect, namely the effect of particle motion on the fields. This is always a challenge in the simulation using PIC methods. The various versions of Lagrangian methods (PM, PP and P 3 M) tackle this problem in different ways to achieve either high accuracy or low computational cost. A common issue in all these models is neglecting the time delay needed by the charge fields to travel through the mesh points. The reasons are the very large memory requirements and consequently hampering of the computations for considering this effect. This was the motivation for developing semi-Lagrangian techniques like FDTD/PIC and DGTD/PIC methods.
The DGTD/PIC algorithm offers here an advantage, which is the possibility of considering mutual interactions with the time delay effect without making spatial interpolation of the fields. Moreover, it gives an attractive framework to take into account boundary effects on the radiation from the moving charge. All these goals are achieved only by additional computational cost proportional to the number of particles N e . The traditional approach to include the particle interactions is to expand the effective charge and current distribution in terms of basis functions in equation (2) . The problems in this method emanate from the fact that the DGTD algorithm tackles solving Maxwell's equation (1), where the charge conservation is not considered and the discontinuous nature of the field expansions create parasitic charges in the field solutions. These effects are further amplified when real charges are moving in the domain. The problems encountered with this technique have been briefly described in the introductory section. The method, which we are presenting here, couples the charge motion inherently with the Maxwell solver through the radiated fields from the charge. This results in a drastic softening of the parasitic effects.
To couple the radiated field of a moving particle to the propagating fields of the DGTD, we exploit the equivalence principle in electromagnetics. Suppose there are a number of charged particles residing in an element, as illustrated in figure 5 . For the region outside the element, this set of charge points can be replaced with a surrounding boundary S f on which a particular magnetic and dielectric current is flowing. These currents are to be found from the radiated field according to
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where H and E are the instantaneous radiated field of the charges inside the element. We consider S f to be the boundary of one element. The fields inside the element according to the above currents will then be zero. A basic assumption of FEMs is the homogeneity of the medium in each discretization element. Therefore, the radiated fields are not affected by any boundary before reaching the element surfaces. Note that in this step, we have neglected the required travel time for the particle radiation to reach the element boundaries. This is justified based on the very small size of the elements compared to the radiation wavelength. Consequently, H and E can be derived from the Liénard-Wichert potential. Note, that no free space assumption is considered here. After coupling to propagating fields, it will be reflected or transmitted by the boundaries around the charges. The above assumptions lead to correct results for the radiation as long as the elements containing the charges and accordingly the time step size are small enough. It is well-known that high order DGTD can use elements with large sizes compared to wavelength. In such cases, the time delay for the radiated field within a single cell becomes important. In the next section, the procedure to account for this effect is briefly described. The outstanding benefit of this technique is that one can distinguish between the static fields and the propagating fields. In other words, only the propagating fields (sometimes referred to as wakefield) of the moving particle are considered in (10) and not the static field. This leads to a divergenceless solution of the field with small excitation of the parasitic effects as observed in the conventional algorithm. Therefore, E and H in (10) can be written as
. , = − − and Z m is the intrinsic impedance in the element. In order to inject the defined surface currents in (10) to the DGTD calculations, one needs to calculate the tangential fields on the elements using the following modified relation [47] Thus a discontinuous field is added to the DGTD results, which is equal to the radiation field outside the element and zero inside. By following the presented procedure, the radiated field of charges outside the containing element is calculated and propagated. However, if an element contains more than one charge point, the above formulation ignores the interaction between the particles inside one element. For calculating the interaction between particles within an element, we use the point-to-point formulation. In this case, the total field (propagating plus static field) is considered.
The presented formulation gives a complete description for implementing the field-based DGTD/PIC algorithm in order to solve for laser-electron interactions. Before discussing the pros and cons of this method, we investigate the reliability of the method through a simple benchmark. We consider a single particle with −1.6 fC charge initially at rest , and central wavelength = 1 μm), and solve for the particle radiation. If the small spatial vibration of the particle is neglected, this problem can be solved analytically and serves as a proper benchmark for the assessment of the particle radiation computation. Nevertheless, this problem is very challenging for any numerical scheme based on spatial discretizations. Due to the assumption of the point charge, there is a large inhomogenity of the radiated field on the element boundaries. Therefore, assuming high order basis functions (which is a unique feature of the DGTD technique) is helpful in this case. Normally, the problems involve interaction of light with charge distributions, which produce smooth fields on the element faces and remove the above difficulty. Figure 6(a) shows the sampled electric field at 450 nm distance from the particle computed using the field-based DGTD/PIC method with different orders and the analytic calculation. Good agreement is found, as well as zero static force build-up in the numerical scheme. We define the numerical error based on e E E E / n a a = ∑ − ∑ , with E a the analytical solution and E n the numerically solved field. The calculated error in terms of basis function order and the considered time step is plotted in figure 6(b) . In figure 6(c) , the field profile of the radiation is illustrated, which is free from usually observed parasitic effects. Illustration of surface selection for projecting the particle radiation into the propagating fields: the solid lines represent the surface on which the equivalent currents are calculated and added to the fields.
Discussion of the field-based DGTD/PIC method
Like any other computational method, the developed fieldbased DGTD/PIC has advantages and drawbacks, which are discussed in the following. First, there is an additional computational cost due to the assumption of particle radiation. The total cost added to the computation is obtained as:
total computaion cost cost of calculating the fields on the element surface cost of calculating the point to point interactions in one element , where M is the total number of elements containing at least one charge. N cm stands for the number of charges in the mth element and is proportional to the total number of charges divided by the total number of elements, i.e. N M / c . Since the numbers N c and M are usually similar, the cost introduced by the PP calculations is negligible compared to the radiation calculations.
From the analytic formulation, it is apparent that the particles never get affected by their own radiation. However, due to the numerical descritization of the particle radiation, the field claculated due to the surrounding currents inside the element (figure 5) may not be exactly zero. This effect is minimized through high order expansions, and thereby more accurate numerical integration of the fields on the element surfaces. The same hypothesis applies to the static fields, meaning that the divergence of the radiated field will not be exactly zero due to numerical errors. However, it will be only a small field because the source of static fields are removed from the solution.
Following the formulation of field-based DGTD/PIC algorithms, one needs to calculate integrals of the form, r r r r which are known as weakly singular integrals, because the radiation source (particle) can be very close to the surface, which in turn introduces nearly singular terms to the integral. It is well-known that using the conventional Gaussian quadrature techniques to numerically evaluate the above integral suffers from slow convergence rates. In [48] , several strategies are introduced for efficient calculation of these integrals. We have employed the introduced technique in [48] welladapted to triangular surfaces for efficient and accurate calculation of the weakly singular integrals.
Neglecting the time delay for field propagation within one element may introduce small errors to the final result. When large elements and high orders are considered, the particle radiation needs several time steps to reach the element boundary. However, taking into account the time delay effect is in that case a straightforward task. One needs to consider an array of excitation vectors for each element. The radiation contribution is then added to the kth excitation vector, if the distance d to the integration point satisfies kc t d k c t ( 1) δ δ < < + . With each particle update this array is shifted, and for field updates the first excitation vector (corresponding to the update time) is used. This method leads to good accuracy in the results without increasing computational cost at moderate increase in memory requirements. In the current-based DGTD/PIC algorithm smooth charge and current distributions need to be used to avoid appearance of parasitic effects. In [36] , an approximation of these distributions by B-spline functions is suggested. In the field-based solution, the particles affect the propagating fields through their radiation, which are inherently smooth functions, thereby avoiding this approximation. Nonetheless, both methods suffer from a phenomenon known as grid heating. Due to the motion of particles in the computaional grid, there exists abrupt variations of the field excitation, when particles enter the element. This causes excitations of the element internal resonances and the emergence of numerical artifacts. Employing a dynamic selection process for closed surfaces, on which the equivalent currents are calculated (figure 5), considerably weakens grid heating. This technique is illustrated in figure 7 . The main rule is:
'If the distance from the charge point to the element face is less than a predefined value D ( ), then a combination of both elements sharing the face should be considered as the surrounding region.'
Using this dynamic selection of surfaces assures a gradual increase in the excitation fields of one element. Avoidance of abrupt changes in the field values close to the charge in turn adds significantly to the numerical accuracy. Note that the obejctive of this paper is an introduction of the field-based DGTD/PIC method. For the sake of brevity, the detailed studies on the algorithm effciency and problems (such as numerical dispersion and numerical Cerenkov radiation) based on rigorous numerical studies will be presented in another study.
As mentioned earlier, the static fields caused by charges are not transferred over elements. Although these local static fields can be often ignored depending on the application, they play a significant role in space-charge limited processes. The associated electric fields are rapidly decaying fields and the contribution from nearest particles are usually the dominant ones. Hence, considering the static fields between charges within one element and calculating the static Ewald sum [44] , provides a good estimate for space-charge effects. For better accuracy, it is suggested to account for space-charge effects due to charges in neighboring elements. Owing to the high order nature of the DGTD/PIC method, considering large elements is possible. Therefore, computation of the static fields caused by charges in the surrounding elements provides an appropriate estimate for space-charge effects.
Application examples
Field emission from a metal plate
The field-based DGTD/PIC algorithm is a promising method to solve complex, strong-field ultrafast electro-optical problems where no analytic solution exists. One particular problem, that is currently of high interest is the study of ultrafast electron guns utilizing laser-induced field emission. These devices, known as field-emitting cathodes, exploit quantum tunneling in the presence of strong electric fields for the generation of high brightness electron beams. Practically, an ultra-short laser pulse illuminates a bulk metal surface and extracts the electrons from the surface. The free electrons are then further affected by the existing fields and follow the corresponding trajectory in free-space. Since the field emission problem contains propagation and scattering of electromagnetic fields as well as particle motion, the DGTD/PIC algorithm is a well-suited method for simulating this phenomenon. In addition, the capability of handling unstructured grids enables one to adaptively increase the mesh resolution at the electron emission points. First, we consider the problem of field emission from a flat metal surface. Figure 8 (a) shows the considered material configuration, computational domain and the excitation film. We assume a tightly focused Gaussian laser beam with central wavelength λ = 800 nm, pulse duration τ = 10 fs, Rayleigh radius w 500 0 = nm, and peak-field amplitude E 0 = 10 GV m −1 that is obliquely (θ = 45°) incident on the thin gold surface. The gold layer is assumed to be a circular disc with radius 4 μm and thickness 400 nm. The whole computational domain is discretized into 82 137 tetrahedra resulting in 0.6 s calculation time for field updates at each time step of 2 as duration. Electrons are emitted according to the Fowler-Nordheim emission model for metallic surfaces [49] . The work function is assumed to be w = 5.1 eV and the probability for reflection of electrons on the surface, when returning back to the surface is set to r = 0.3. The strong laser pulse is able to extract many electrons from the surface. However, due to the mutual interaction between the particles and also the image charge effect, a considerable portion of the emitted charge recombines with the surface. This is the well-known space-charge limit in electron guns which can be simulated only correctly, if the mutual interactions are taken into account. The image charge effect emerging from the charge distribution interacting with the emitting surface, dictates solving Maxwell's equations including material boundaries. Numerical modeling of this problem results in the total charge emission versus time shown in figure 8(b) . As seen from the graphs, the maximum emission of charge is happening around the peak of the laser field, which affirms the standard assumptions in the field emission mechanism. We compare the field emission results with and without considering particle interactions, i.e. particle fields. According to the computation without considering particle radiated fields, the short laser pulse leads to emission of about two million electrons from the surface. However, when particle radiated fields and the mutual static interactions are considered, the Coulomb blockade effect supresses tunneling of about half of this charge. Afterwards, the attraction from image charge and mutual repulsion of electrons lead to recombination of charge with the gold surface. Note that the initial kinetic energy of the electrons immediately after tunneling is assumed to be zero similar to strong field emission from atoms [50] . The energy distributions of the emitted electrons for the two simulations are illustrated in figure 8(c) . It is observed that the particle interactions result in significant broadening of energy distribution of particles and suppression of low energy electrons by recombination with the surface. Figure 9 presents snapshots of field and charge distributions above the gold surface. The color coded dots in the charge distribution represents a charge cloud that forms in the region. Therefore, the charge of each point can be less than the charge of one electron, since it refers to the probability distribution rather than one single electron. The figure sequence shows that one side of the bunch is created earlier than the other side due to the oblique incidence of the Gaussian beam. Moreover, the zoom on the origin in the last snapshot shows the remaining space-charge fields above the surface.
Field emission from silicon nano-tips
In the last example, the field-based DGTD/PIC technique is utilized for the analysis of laser induced field emission from silicon nano-tips. The geometry of the problem is shown in figure 10(a) . A single silicon high aspect ratio nano-tip resides on a cathode plane. A 35 fs laser pulse with center wavelength at 800 nm and peak field amplitude E 0 = 4.72 GV m −1 (pulse energy 7 μJ), illuminates the tip and causes field emission from the apex. The applied voltage between the two anode and cathode planes (100 V in this example) helps to extract the electrons over barrier created by space-charge and imagecharge, thereby enhancing the emission efficiency of the device. The silicon nanotip enhances both laser and static fields at the apex, which necessitates accurate analysis of both optical and dc field profiles. Due to the minute length scales at the tip when compared with the laser wavelength, the capability of the DGTD/PIC technique in handling unstructured grids is very helpful to achieve efficient computation. We use the FEM to solve for the static field distribution around the nano-tip. Figures 10(b)-(d) shows the obtained distributions for the static field, laser field and the emitted charge.
According to the FEM results, the static field is enhanced about 60 times at the tip. The DGTD results showed that the optical field enhancement is only about 9.5. The total emitted charge versus time and the final energy distribution of the emitted electrons are presented in figure 11 . According to the results, about 1000 electrons are emitted from a single silicon nanotip after each pulse. This is in good agreement with experimental results reported in [51] .
Conclusion
A new hybrid method for numerical simulation of the interaction between an electromagnetic field and a bunch of charged particles is introduced. The proposed procedure combines the DGTD and PIC methods for the analysis of combined field propagation and particle motion. A uniform grid mapping algorithm is developed to efficiently import the computed fields from the DGTD to the PIC code. Furthermore, a new strategy for the coupling of radiation from moving charges to the DGTD is introduced. The combined technique enables simulation of space-charge effects with an additional cost proportional to the total number of particles. The developed software based on the DGTD/PIC technique is verified through various benchmarks and finally applied to problems of electron field-emission from a metal cathode and nanotips. This method offers an efficient approach towards laser particle interaction and can serve as a powerful simulation tool for researchers in various fields such as particle acceleration, free-electron lasers, plasma science, spectroscopy, and electron diffractive imaging.
